How far can we do all the things beyond our chosen profession? Solving math problems are easy to teach to our learners, but what if they give their life problems which even the government can’t handle. Broken families which are the main cause of learners’ sorrows and demoralization of studying and finishing school. The main cause of every tear that drop at the stunned face of every child who just want to see his/her father and mother attending his Graduation Day.

How far can we do it all? How far can we take to see a child who saves the piece of bread for lunch that his/her classmate gave to him? Yes, we solve this little problem that is beyond our profession because we are in it not just teaching every lesson the book tells us to teach, but teach with our heart, we touched every learner’s soul to be strong in this world full of trials. We solve every problem our pupils can’t handle; we do our best to be the parent sometimes their parents forgot to do. We teachers face all the problems the four corners of our school has and the worst part is when we make mistakes just like everyone of us, it seems that everybody became our enemy, everybody blames and point the mistakes to teachers who just slip a little. All the sufferings and sacrifices we do are all gone and face the reality that a teacher must be a perfect role model.

How far can we do it all, when the learner who enter the school has an attitude problem and suddenly hurt his classmate accidentally, then afterwards both parents complained the teacher for mishandling the learners just like the teacher done nothing to discipline the learners. When the learner enters the school, it’s not true that he/she’s like a blank paper and just filled what’s inside the school. Before he/she enters the school he/she already had acquired learnings and behaviour through his/her home and
environment. Nature and nurture is within him so please do not accuse the teacher for not teaching his/her the right behaviour because behaviour starts at home, don’t complain about his study habits because the home dictates a lot of factors for his/her learnings.

How far can we do it all while we also have our own life problems not just your son’s problem? Don’t complain and rush accuses instead extend your hands to have a healthy relationship with us and let us solve the problem together.

Now, how far can we do it all? As far as we are one, we can do it all.
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